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Abstract— Presence enabled applications have been growing
rapidly. A mobile presence Server contains presence
information of all mobile users. Each mobile user has a friend
list (buddy list) to which the user’s status is broadcasted each
time. Server cluster technology is used in most presence services.
It is expected that the number of mobile presence service users
will increase in the near future. Therefore, a scalable mobile
presence server is essential. For this a scalable server-to-server
architecture called PresenceCloud is proposed. The buddy list
search problem arises when the distributed presence server is
overloaded with buddy search messages. Thus quorum based
server-to-server architecture is used for efficient buddy list
searching. Here one hop caching strategy and Directed buddy
Search is used which reduces the number of transmitted
messages and search latency respectively. Finally, security is
provided by SSL protocol.
Index Terms— Mobile cloud computing, Presence cloud, Buddy
search, Quorum, SSL.

I. INTRODUCTION
Mobile computing is a technology that allows transmission
of data, through a computer, without having to be connected
to any fixed physical link. Cloud computing is a new
emerging technology which involves deployment of groups of
remote servers and software networks that allow centralized
data storage and online access to computer services or
resources. Mobile Cloud computing is a new platform which
combines the above two technologies. Here the heavy lifting
tasks such as data processing and data storage takes place
outside the mobile devices in the cloud. There are many
applications for Mobile Cloud computing, among them one
such application is social network applications.
Social network applications/ services like Twitter,
Facebook, Google Latitude, Foursquare and Mobile Instant
Messaging (MIM) are some examples of presence-enabled
applications. A mobile presence server is an essential
component of social network services in cloud computing
environments. The main function of a mobile presence server
is to maintain an updated list of presence information of all
mobile users. This presence information includes details like
mobile user’s location, availability, activity, mood etc. Each
mobile user has a friend list or buddy list, which contains the
contact information of other users that he/she wants to
communicate with. The mobile user’s status is broadcasted
automatically to each person on the buddy list whenever
he/she transits from one status to the other. Therefore, an
efficient, scalable and secure server-to-server overlay
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architecture called PresenceCloud is proposed in-order to
improve the efficiency of mobile presence services for largescale social network services.
Mobile presence services are prone to scalability
problems. One such problem is buddy list search problem
which can be solved by using this scalable presence server
architecture. PresenceCloud organizes presence servers into a
quorum-based server-to-server architecture to facilitate
efﬁcient buddy list searching. The server overlay and a
directed buddy search algorithm is used to achieve small
constant search latency and also employs an active caching
strategy that substantially reduces the number of messages
generated by each search for a list of buddies.
PresenceCloud security is provided by Secure Sockets
Layer (SSL) protocol. SSL protocol consists of two phases:
handshake phase and data transfer phase. During the
handshake phase, the client and server determine secret-key
by using a public-key encryption algorithm. During the data
transfer phase, both sides use this secret key to encrypt and
decrypt data in successive data transmissions.
The next section is about related works, in section III the
system model of this proposed system is discussed in detail,
section IV is about performance evaluation and finally section
V is the conclusion.
II. RELATED WORKS
The Over the last several years Instant Messaging (IM)
and Internet chat communication have been growing widely.
An overview of the features, functions and system
architectures of the three most popular IM networks: AOL
Instant Messenger (AIM), Yahoo Messenger (YMSG) and
Microsoft Messenger (MSN) have been discussed in [1]. The
text messages of all major IM systems are routed through
central servers. Thus when the number of users increases to
large extent it creates a potential bottleneck at the instant
messaging servers. The traffic characteristics of two popular
IM systems: AIM and MSN are discussed in [2]. Most IM
traffic is due to presence or hints.
The sharing of basic presence information can result in a
large volume of traffic as users log on or off frequently,
especially for users with large numbers of contacts. The
volume is increased when user’s sub-states such as "away"
and "do not disturb" are shared and the volume is increased to
a greater extend if information such as device capabilities,
geo-location, mood, activity even the music to which a user is
listening is shared. This traffic can be reduced to smaller
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extent by compressing the XML streams. However, the above
suffers from scalability problem like buddy list searching
problem.
Presence directory service [3] is an essential component of
an IM system. P2Dir maintains an updated list of presence
information of all the mobile users. Here the design of P2Dir,
a distributed peer-to-peer (P2P) presence directory organizes
the DS nodes into a 2-hop P2P overlay for efficient buddy
searching using Kelips system. In [4] a scalable server
architecture called PresenceCloud is introduced. This quorum
based server-to-server architecture is used for efficient buddy
list searching. Here one hop caching strategy and Directed
buddy Search is used which reduces the number of transmitted
messages and search latency respectively. Thus scalability
problem can be reduced to a certain extend.
A simple way to improve the presence service using
Presence Network Agent is proposed in [5]. A new
architecture of intelligent server management framework
based on Extensible Messaging and Presence Protocol
(XMPP), is proposed in [6].
As wireless communication increases the need for security
also increases. The insecurity of wireless networks is
discussed in [7]. The security and privacy issues of
multimedia services are studied in [8]. In [9], [10] SSL is used
as a security protocol for providing secure e-commerce
transaction over the web. Many encryption algorithms,
authentication procedures and working of SSL is explained
here. Two truthful mechanisms are used to provide secure
communication in [11]. [12] is about the study of energy
consumption characteristics of SSL protocol. Security in
Mobile Cloud computing is discussed in [13] by proposing
lightweight schemes and algorithms.
[14] is about the secure protection between users and the
mobile media cloud. Here secure sharing and watermarking
schemes are used to protect user’s data in the media cloud.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
A. Overview of PresenceCloud
A mobile user makes a data connection to PresenceCloud
via 3G or Wi-Fi services. Then the user is directed to one of
the presence server in PresenceCloud by using a secure hash
algorithm. Then by opening a TCP connection mobile user
request for his/her buddy list searching through this control
path. Figure 1 shows the overview of PresenceCloud.

Fig. 2. PresenceCloud server overlay.

B. Design of PresenceCloud
PresenceCloud consists of three key components:
 PresenceCloud server overlay: PresenceCloud server
overlay construction algorithm is based on low
diameter property which ensures that a presence
server (PS) node only needs two hops to search any
other presence server nodes. Figure 2 shows the
PresenceCloud server overlay. PresenceCloud is
based on concept of grid quorum system where a
presence server node maintains only a set of presence
server nodes called presence server list of size O(√n)
where n is number of presence server nodes in mobile
presence services. When a presence server node joins
the server overlay it gets an ID in the grid and locates
its position in the grid by contacting the root server.
The presence server list (pslist) of a node is its
corresponding row and column in the grid. In figure 2
we can see that for presence server node 8 its pslist
contains the presence server nodes 2, 5, 7 and 9. For
presence node 6 its pslist contains presence server
nodes 3, 4, 5 and 9. Therefore 8 can reach 6 through
presence server node 5 or 9 because 5 and 9 are the
presence server nodes that are present in the
intersection set of above two pslists. Thus we can say
that any presence server node can reach any other
presence server node in two hops i.e. route 8→ 5→ 6
or 8→ 9→ 6.
 One-hop caching strategy: In PresenceCloud each
presence server maintains a user list which contains
the presence information of other user nodes attached
to it and is responsible for caching the user list of each
node in its presence server list. This improves the
efficiency of search operation.
 Directed buddy search: Directed searching technique
is used here. One hop caching increases the chances
of finding buddies thus minimizes the searching
response time.
C. Security
PresenceCloud security is provided by SSL protocol. SSL
protocol is used to provide a secure connection to transmit

Fig. 1. Overview of PresenceCloud
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attached with message authentication code (MACs). Then
each fragment is encrypted with the secret key that have
already exchanged. The commonly used encryption algorithm
is RSA public key algorithm.
D. Algorithms
PresenceCloud Stabilization algorithm: The nodes are
mobile nodes which change its position from time to time so a
stabilization algorithm is required to maintain nodes in
presence server list. Here node failure or wrong connectivity
nodes can occur. This is a fault-tolerance algorithm.
Algorithm 1: PresenceCloud Stabilization algorithm
/* periodically verify PS node n’s pslist */
1. For every node in pslist
2. Check whether it’s node id and current PS node id
are equal
3. If not equal then find correct connection PS node
4.
If no correct connection PS node
5.
then select a random node
6.
Replace the current PS node id with correct
connection node id or random node id
7. Else send Heart Beat message to check node failure
8. If there is node failure then
9. a random node is selected to replace the failed node
This random node is the node that is in the same row or
column of failed or wrong connection PS node.
Fig. 3. Working of SSL protocol

private data online. The stepwise working of SSL protocol is
shown in Figure 3.
Here at handshake phase, first the client sends a hello
message to server. This hello message contains cryptographic
information like encryption algorithms and message
authentication algorithms that are supported by client. This
cryptographic information is called cipher suite. As the next
step the server selects any one cipher suite and sends back a
hello message to client with selected cipher suite. Server then
sends server certificate to client in-order to prove its identity
along with server’s public key. Client certificate request from
server is optional. This server certificate is then verified at the
client. Certificates are issued by the certificate authority (CA).
Certificates are obtained by the server by sending server’s
public key to CA. Then the certificate fingerprint is created by
CA using message digest algorithm. Certificate signature is
created by encrypting the fingerprint with CA’s private key.
The client first uses CA’s public key to decrypt the signature
in-order to get fingerprint and also computes the certificate’s
fingerprint independently. Both these fingerprints are checked
for matching. Thus client validates server certificate.
The fourth step is that the client sends the secret key to
server by encrypting it with server’s public key. If server had
requested client’s certificate then client certificate is send and
verified at the server then. The server then decrypts and gets
the secret key send by client. As last step of handshake phase
the client and server exchange finish message.
Next phase is data transfer phase, in this the message to be
exchanged is divided into fragments and each fragment is
Volume 3, Issue 13

Algorithm 2: Directed Buddy Search algorithm:
Deﬁnition:
B={b1,b2,...,bk}: set of identiﬁers of user’s buddies
b(i): set of buddies that share the same grid ID i
Sj: set of pslist[].id of PS node j
Algorithm
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

A mobile user logins PresenceCloud
Connected to the associated PS node, q
The user then sends a Buddy List Search Message, B
to q
When q receives B it retrieves each bi from B
Searches its user list and one-hop cache list to
respond to the coming query.
Then removes the responded buddies from B
If B = nil, the buddy list search operation is done
Otherwise, q should hash each remaining identiﬁer in
B to obtain a grid ID
Then q aggregates these b(g) to become a new B(j),
for each g ∈ Sj. Here PS node j is the intersection
node of Sq ∩Sg. And sends the new B(j) to PS node
j.
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IV. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

V. CONCLUSION

PresenceCloud can achieve major performance gains in
terms of the search cost and search satisfaction even for large
number of users. The average buddy searching time for a
mobile user is called search latency. The above architecture is
simulated by using a NS2 simulator and the following graphs
are obtained.

A quorum based server to server architecture called
Presence Cloud has been presented. This architecture supports
mobile presence services and solves the buddy list search
problem in large scale social networks. The presented
architecture has been secured by SSL protocol. The
performance of the above architecture has been evaluated and
has shown improved search satisfaction. The number of search
messages and search latency has been reduced.
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